Production process for a harmonised European population grid in Finland
Recasting of grid data -method
Data INPUT: Buildings (ETRS89-TM35FIN), 250m x 250m national grid data (ETRS89-TM35FIN)
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- calculating original GRID IDs
(e.g. ETRS-TM35 in Finland)
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Grids
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- linking statistical units (e.g. persons)
to georeferenced units (e.g. buildings)

- creating national
grid net (ETRS89TM35FIN)

- creating spatial
building points
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- updating
municipality code
to national grid net

- storing to spatial
database
(geodatabase)
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- reprojecting
national
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- producing GRID
Ids by joining
points to grid net
(join by location)

- aggregating by
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- storing spatial
grid data into
spatial database
(geodatabase)

- joining statistical
grid data with grid
net by GRID ID
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Grid net in LAEA

- creating European
grid net (ETRS89LAEA)
- downloading
European grid net
(ETRS89-LAEA)

- checking quality of coordinates:
coverage, erroneous observations
(e.g. buildings outside country borders)

- converting coordinates
with NMA’s application
(from old national to
ETRS89-TM35FIN)

- checking accuracy of coordinates when
converting (integer or decimal, number of
decimals)

- finding persons without coordinates
- checking timeliness
- grid net coverage in comparison with
country borders and primary data

National grid data production ETRS89-TM35FIN
Harmonised European grid data production ETRS89-LAEA

- converting coordinates
with NMA’s application
(from national to
ETRS89-LAEA)

- considering the differences between different
conversions

- checking the quality of
matching points and
number of unmatching
points

- analysing number of new inhabited grids
and depopulated grids

- checking the quality of matching points
and the number of unmatching points

- checking number total population

- analysing number of new inhabited grids
and depopulated grids

- comparing different aggregation
methods

- checking remarkable
value changes

- creating
middle points
of grids
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